
Versatile 2861 

Chapter 2861: Is That Mo Fan? 

There were many layers of clouds in the dark sky. The clouds parted and revealed a magnificent 

mountain. 

But there was no mountain in the Magic City. The mountain they saw was so massive and towering that 

it would have taken an army of mountains stacked up together to reach that height. 

The Forbidden Curse Association members could not stop looking at it. When that mountain approached 

the city and the Huangpu River, the crowd was shocked to realize that it was not a mountain at all. It 

was a gigantic creature’s head! 

The creature’s head gave off an air of divinity, as if it had crossed a divine boundary before reaching the 

human world. It appeared unexpectedly and was shocking to behold! 

It was as if a mythical creature had come alive. It was so real. Its horns, whiskers, and eyes contained 

ancient divine powers. All living creatures had to bow and submit before it, including the humans. It was 

the sacred totem beast! 

It was an ancient god of the previous era. It protected all living things, and humans worshiped it. 

Even though magic allowed the humans to fend for themselves, this did not mean that the ancient god 

was weak! 

The humans replaced the ancient god with a magic system. It took a large number of humans and 

numerous wars to end the era of the ancient gods of the totem beasts. 

The reason god was known as God was because it could destroy any horde in a single blow all by itself. 

The Azure Dragon was the leader of the four greatest sacred totem beasts! 

When it landed in one of the prosperous cities, the city appeared tiny to it, so did the humans and 

Ocean Demons. 

The Azure Dragon looked down from the clouds. 

The Forbidden Mages were used to seeing various bizarre phenomena. But when the ancient mythical 

creature appeared in the urban city, they froze. 

The city was crowded with Ocean Demons, and the mages fought hard in the battle. Even so, when they 

witnessed that sight, they were dumbfounded. The dark cloud that covered the sky above the Magic City 

finally dissipated. 

The clouds moved away and revealed a green and enormous body. 

The place covered by fog gradually cleared, revealing a green magnificent torso. 

For a moment, the humans thought the world had turned upside down. When they looked up, it was as 

if the earth and heaven had swapped places. The mountain ridges slowly appeared on the lands. But 

those were just the ancient god’s torsos. 



They looked up at the sky holes that were constantly dumping sea water onto the city. At that moment, 

the sea water poured onto the ancient divine dragon’s body. It washed the mud off its body. 

The people had assumed that the sea water had stopped pouring into the city. Now, they realized that 

the creature had blocked the holes and obstructed the flow of the water for a while. The Azure Dragon’s 

body was massive! 

Who would have thought a living creature could fill a piece of the sky and make the sky look so crowded 

and even tiny? The Azure Dragon had to coil up its chest, abdomen, and tail to fit in the sky. 

The members of the Forbidden Curse Association finally knew why the arrogant Multicolored Demon 

King and the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor looked so terrified. Emperor-level creatures were the 

closest thing to gods. The Azure Dragon had coiled up and taken up residence in the sky above the 

Magic City. It was of the Creator level, as if it had come from the depths of the universe. It should not 

have appeared in such a small world. 

“Look there! Isn’t there a person standing on top of the Azure Dragon?” Several members from the 

Enforcement Union cried out. 

They were standing on higher ground, and they saw the mysterious creature in the sky. 

It felt sinful and blasphemous to just look at it directly. They did not believe it until they noticed 

someone standing above the Azure Dragon’s head. 

Feng Li quickly rushed to the highest ground. He looked past the crumbling buildings and saw the Azure 

Dragon’s head. The Azure Dragon peered out of the clouds and looked at the Magic City. Feng Li then 

saw a figure standing between its horns. 

The figure was very tiny. All living creatures bowed before the ancient sacred totem beast. If Feng Li had 

not used his mage’s sensory ability, he would not have recognized the figure standing above the Azure 

Dragon’s head. 

The longer Feng Li stared at the figure, the more he found the person to be familiar. 

… 

At the south of Treasure Mountain was a watchtower. A woman with blood stains all over her body 

leaned against the edge of the tower. She cupped the vapor from the sky and splashed it on her face. 

She ruffled her muddy hair. Her eyes had become numb to the killings. But when she turned to the sky 

above the Bund, her eyes lit up. 

“M-Mo Fan?” She saw him standing between the Azure Dragon’s horns. He stood above its head. 

“Your mind is playing tricks on you. Hide now and take a rest.” Ai Tutu rushed over and supported Mu 

Nujiao. 

“It really looks like him.” Mu Nujiao pointed at the person standing between the Azure Dragon’s horns. 

“You’re dying soon. Stop thinking about him…” 

… 



Meanwhile, an elderly man stood in the middle of the Ocean Demons at the Pudong sea area. He 

trampled piles of Ocean Demons carcasses under his feet. The number of carcasses could almost make 

up an island. 

The elderly man’s suit was tattered. He was confronting a shimmering Salamander Emperor. 

The Salamander Emperor was stunned by the presence of the Azure Dragon in the Bund above the sky. 

The elderly man could not help but turn his head around. He saw the Azure Dragon peering out of the 

clouds and recognized the figure standing on its head. 

“Mo Fan… The sacred totem beast…” 

Relief showed up on Song Qiming’s tired face. His legs grew weak. He was old. His cultivation continued 

to weaken. If only he was in his prime, he would have already chopped the Salamander Emperor’s head 

off. Fortunately, the younger generation was still strong. 

“Lingling, I can’t stay by your side anymore.” Song Qiming fell backward slowly. 

His back was filled with salamander carcasses in white and bronze armor. When Song Qiming fell 

backward, thousands of Salamanders and Shell Demons were so shocked that they fled. 

Song Qiming’s body was buried among the Shell Demons’ carcasses. As an old mage, he had no regrets 

about being given a coffin made up of the Ocean Demons’ carcasses. 

The Clearsky Hunter Agency was a small hunter firm. He set it up after his retirement. He taught 

potential young people to deal with the demons in the Magic City. He was born and now was dying in 

the Magic City. He used to be successful and famous. But he was now long forgotten… 

Before he died, he had contributed his all to the Magic City. He witnessed a legend born in his hunter 

agency. He could finally die peacefully… 

The Magic City would not fall even after his death. Instead, it would be reborn! 

That person had summoned the Azure Dragon… 

Chapter 2862: The Divine Throne and the Gathering of Demons 

Even though Mo Fan stood between the Azure Dragon’s horns, he did not have many expressions on his 

face. 

Countless people looked up at him and the Azure Dragon. He and the Azure Dragon saw how the people 

in the Magic City had struggled and exhausted themselves in defending the city. The people were 

wounded, yet they continued to fight the war. 

… 

Everyone deserved respect. 

Mo Fan noticed the people were looking up at them from the ashes, ruins, and war. They fixed their 

gaze on him and the Azure Dragon. However, he did not feel glorious or proud. Instead, he felt he was 

given a heavy duty. 



‘Who could stay out of all this trouble?’ 

No one could. That was the reason why all of them held on even today. 

Hawk! 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord had been very calm but now it made a strange sound. 

It sounded like an evil army’s trumpet. It could summon all the Ocean Demons in the city and make the 

icy cold sea water that had flooded the city surge to great heights. 

The Magic City was large. Giant Ocean Demons wreaked havoc in every urban area. Upon hearing the 

Cold Moon Demon Lord’s trumpet, there was an uproar in the Magic City. The Ocean Demons’ hisses 

rang throughout the city and the sky. 

A Manatee Demon from the Treasure Mountain charged towards the Bund. 

A Black Squid Demon crawled up from Xu Hui’s sewerage system. It trampled the buildings under its 

feet. 

A Lan Dragon Demon charged at the Bund from the east of the Rainbow Airport. 

The Lord of Shark Man was awakened in a tennis court at Changning. It swayed its black-golden body 

and flew towards the Bund. 

At Pudong area, the Salamander Emperor and Extreme Shell Demon leaped over Song Qiming and his 

group’s defense line and charged at the Lu Family’s Mouth. The Salamander and Shell Demons army did 

not continue to march forward. Under the intimidation of the Azure Dragon, lower-class demons such as 

the Salamanders and Shell Demons were weak in their knees. 

The Ocean Demons were grouping together! 

Apparently, the Cold Moon Demon Lord was the primary perpetrator of the attack on the Magic City. 

The moment it made the sound of a trumpet, all the Ocean Demon chiefs across the Magic City gathered 

together. They flocked to the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s throne at the Huangpu River. 

The Ocean Demons’ gathering included the severely wounded Multicolored Demon King and the 

Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor. After the Ocean Godly Horde was assembled, they became more 

courageous. They held their heads high and hissed provocatively and furiously at the Azure Dragon in 

the sky. 

One could enjoy the view of the Dongfang Oriental Tower, Shanghai Tower, Universal Financial Center, 

Jinmao Tower, and other skyscrapers from the Bund. 

They could enjoy the prosperity of the city and magnificent high-rise buildings in the modern era. 

However, after the Cold Moon Demon Lord sounded the trumpet, various Ocean Demons took over the 

place. They were huge and ferocious. They bared their fangs and exuded demonic auras, as if a tsunami 

was incoming. 

Lightning flashed and thunder struck. The sky was dark. Strong wind blew. The city was filled with ashes. 

The dark world seemed to be coming to an end. 



For a moment, the Ocean Demons looked as if they had gained an upper hand in the war. They formed 

piles of demonic mountain ridges that were higher than the skyscrapers and almost reached the dark 

skyline. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord was the leader of the horde. The Emperor-level Ocean Demon was on its 

throne and acted like the Demon of Destruction. It despised all the puny lives of the world! 

When the citizens saw the Ocean Demons on such a large-scale, their glimmer of hope faded once again. 

They were trapped in the Magic City. The city was huge. These people were already on the verge of 

breaking down just by witnessing the Ocean Demons and Ocean Demon chiefs rampaging through their 

cities. At that moment, the entire Magic City was filled with Ocean Demons. The Ocean Demons at the 

Pudong continued to gather at the Huangpu River. The sight was too horrific. 

Even the appearance of a single Ocean Demon in the human world was considered a terrifying disaster, 

let alone the appearance of dozens of them! 

Roar! Hiss! 

Their hissing rang throughout the Magic City. The sound came from the little demons. 

There were many little demons. They roamed about the city and hunted down the mage groups. When 

the Azure Dragon appeared, the Ocean Demons all over the city trembled in fear and burrowed into the 

sea. They dared not show up before the Azure Dragon. 

But after the Ocean Demons were summoned and gathered, the army showed up from the water. They 

responded to the Cold Moon Demon Lord and other Ocean Demon chiefs’ forces and hissed at the 

sacred totem Azure Dragon in the sky. 

The Ocean Demons that had been fighting on their own had reunited. They wanted to fight the Azure 

Dragon and kill it. Their roars and hisses were deafening. 

The Azure Dragon’s body was fully revealed. They saw its large green body in the space above the sky. It 

did not seem to belong to this world. 

It was as majestic as ever. It fixed its gaze at the Ocean Demons. The Lord of Shark Man flew past the 

Azure Dragon, trying to provoke it but the Azure Dragon remained motionless. 

It allowed the Ocean Demons to group together. 

The Magic City could not hold back another round of attack. After the Ocean Demon chiefs left the areas 

where they had wreaked havoc, the people in those areas breathed a sigh of relief. The Mages still had a 

chance of survival. 

Guarding the city was even more difficult than destroying it. Mo Fan had always been aware of this 

truth, and the Azure Dragon understood him. 

“We are never alone,” Mo Fan said while touching its horn. 

In the past, Mo Fan had always spoken to his pendant. At that moment, his pendant had returned to the 

sky, and it finally responded to him. 



Roar! 

The Azure Dragon’s roars resounded everywhere. 

Figures glowing in holy light moved towards the intersection between the grayish sky and the earth in 

the Magic City from every direction. 

The Huangpu River was flooded. An enormous silhouette, the size of an island, gradually emerged from 

the deep flow of the stream. People felt fearful just by looking at it. 

Splash! 

There was a blast from the stream, and the waves struck several Ruler-level Ocean Demons. The next 

moment, an enormous ocean beast appeared! 

Its majestic armor was carved with ancient marks. It stepped on the whirling vortex with its powerful 

limbs. Two whiskers drooped from its mouth. They were hundreds of meters long. It was ancient and 

exuded an imposing aura! 

“It’s the Black Totem Turtle!” 

Several mages from the Forbidden Curse Association recognized the Black Totem Turtle glowing in blue, 

and they cried out in shock. 

For a moment, they thought another round of great Ocean Demons had gathered again. They had never 

expected it to be an ancient totem beast. 

According to hearsay, the Black Totem Turtle had appeared in Xiamen and defeated the Twin Plague 

Demon! 

The Black Totem Turtle was just like the guardian of Hang Zhou, it came to protect humans. 

Swish! 

Green poisonous gas appeared on the Huangpu River like a tornado. The next moment, a giant snake 

covered in scales appeared at the riverside of the Bund. It rose. It was magnificent and was comparable 

to those Ocean Demon chiefs. Its eyes gleamed as it stared at the Ocean Demons. 

It was the Black Totem Snake! 

The Black Totem Snake’s scales shimmered even more brightly than the last time they had seen it. It 

looked different. It gave off an air of divinity, as if it could reenter the realm of the holy at any time. 

The glow from the Black Totem Snake and the Black Totem Turtle reflected on each other. For a 

moment, the two great totem beasts seemed to have advanced to a new level. They exuded an 

imposing aura. Their auras intimidated the Ocean Demon Kings! 

Even Mo Fan was struck dumb when he saw them. 

This was the first time the Black Totem Snake and the Black Totem Turtle had met, and their encounter 

inspired each other to unleash their totem beast sacred power! 

Chapter 2863: The Totem Beasts Gathered Together 



Pyrim! 

There was a long cry in the sky. A green eagle-like silhouette dived down before spreading its wings and 

hovering above the Azure Dragon’s head. 

The Green East Sea God flapped its wings and brought up a strong wind. The wind then turned into a 

muddy storm and covered the areas near the Bund. The air was rife with holiness and savagery. 

Mo Fan thought the encounter between the Black Totem Snake and the Black Totem Turtle had inspired 

them to unleash their totem beast power. However, he noticed the Green East Sea God’s feathers were 

gleaming, too. It radiated an aura different from before! 

Mo Fan turned around and realized the seal of the sacred totem beast was still there on the Azure 

Dragon’s body. The curvy and densely packed symbols spread all over its body. 

The three greatest totem beasts—The Black Totem Snake, the Black Totem Turtle, and the Green East 

Sea God—had similar symbols glowing faintly on their bodies. 

The Black Totem Snake had symbols that resembled snake scales. The Black Totem Turtle had symbols 

that resembled turtle shell curse. Meanwhile, the Green East Sea God had symbols that resembled 

feathers. 

The symbols that resembled the snake scales and feathers were parts of the Azure Dragon’s seal of the 

sacred totem beast. After the Azure Dragon awakened, it stimulated the ancient totem beasts’ true 

potential. 

Roar! 

The Azure Dragon illuminated and summoned the totem beasts’ source of power. A holy beast covered 

in snow-white fur charged at them from the west. 

As it sped, the gushing water turned into thick ice. 

Frosts rained. Heaven and Earth froze. The creature displayed a strong aura of divinity. It made it look as 

if it had descended from the divine realm and was only momentarily dabbling into this filthy earth. 

“It’s the Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger!” The chief of the Eastern Mage cried out in awe. 

Tianshan Mountain was a holy place, and many Mages had visited and lived there. But the legend of the 

Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger had remained something of a myth which sounded fascinating but was far 

from reality. 

Tianshan Mountain was very far from the Magic City. They wondered why the Heavenly Scar Sacred 

Tiger appeared in the city! 

The Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger could inflict enormous destruction on the Ocean Demons. The Ocean 

Demons had taken great pains in summoning the waves, but the Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger froze a large 

part of the waves so easily. 



The high-level Ocean Demons could summon the waves and rains. But the little demons were stranded 

on the beach like lonesome sharks. Even though these little demons had sharp fangs and were strong, 

they could no longer pose threats to the Mages. 

Swoosh! 

A flying creature, that usually only appeared under the moonlight, advanced towards the Magic City 

from the same direction as the Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger. 

Its wings were almost transparent, but they had a dreamy luster. It was different from the powerful 

Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger that could freeze the lands. It gave off an air of holiness like a nymph under 

the moon at night. It granted people a sense of peace and tranquility. 

The Ocean Demons were rampant, and their demonic auras filled the city. The citizens lived in fear and 

trepidation. But when they stared at the Moon Moth Phoenix, they felt an unprecedented calmness. 

It was the Black Totem Turtle, the Black Totem Snake, the Green East Sea God, the White Tiger, and the 

Moon Moth Phoenix! 

The five great totem beasts appeared all at once. They surrounded the Azure Dragon’s head. The totem 

beasts responded to each other. Hence, their totem holy power reached a pinnacle. They glowed in 

radiant holy light. This was especially so for the Azure Dragon. 

The Azure Dragon was green in color. It was barely visible in the dark sky. After the arrival of the five 

great totem beasts, the seal of the sacred totem beast that covered the Azure Dragon’s body glowed 

brightly. 

The totem beasts responded to each other. At that moment, each of them underwent a metamorphosis. 

Even Mo Fan was astonished. He was very familiar with each totem beast. But today, he finally saw their 

true forms. They were glowing with holy symbols. Before this, the totem beasts were always in their 

beastly form which was no different than demons. However, today, the totem beasts had transformed 

into their true form. They had ancient gods with the holy seal of a totem beast! 

The little demon army had been hissing all over the city. Upon sensing the imposing and holy aura, they 

fell silent. 

Meanwhile, the Ocean Demons surrounding the Demon Lord panicked. They had to confront their 

greatest enemies. 

The Forbidden Mages from the Forbidden Curse Association were so shocked that they were rendered 

speechless. They had never expected the totem beasts, which had disappeared long ago, to be the ones 

to stand up for them and protect the Magic City. 

Gawk! 

The Demon Lord made a strange sound. It seemed to be telling the Ocean Demons that they had 

nothing to be afraid of with those very few totem beasts. 

The place was not filled with the totem beasts. There were only five of them, after all. 



Many totem beasts had become extinct, and some of them still remained unknown. The totem beasts 

before them were the remnants from the Holy War. Meanwhile, there were four Emperor-level Ocean 

Demons and many Ruler-level, Super-level, Supreme-Ruler, Semi-emperor level Ocean Demons among 

the horde. 

With such power in their group, the Ocean Demons had no worries about not being able to destroy the 

small city! 

“President Hong Wu, with the help of the five great totem beasts and the Azure Dragon, is a glimmer of 

hope in this war?” asked a Mage in plain clothes floating in midair. 

Hong Wu looked up and saw the mage was none other than the Water Element Forbidden Mage, Dean 

Xiao. 

Dean Xiao landed. He stood on the ruined Bund where he could get a full view of the city below. The 

Huangpu River was filled with Dragon Demons. When he arrived at the river, the river became calm and 

still. The river and sea water flowed quietly. Even though there were many powerful Ocean Demons on 

the other side of the river, Dean Xiao had it under control. 

Dean Xiao alone suppressed the Ocean Demons’ demonic auras. The Demon Lord fixed its scary gaze on 

him. Its gaze was filled with hostility and hatred. 

“The Magic City will not be destroyed! We’ll fight the Ocean Demons to the end!” President Hong Wu 

summoned his courage and shouted at the sky. 

‘Was it true that the Magic City was already in a hopeless state?’ 

The arrival of the sacred totem beast and the five great totem beasts were still no match for the swarm 

of Ocean Demons. 

‘But the Magic City belonged to the humans!’ resolved President Hong Wu. 

The humans consisted of the Forbidden Curse Association, Super-level Union, and an army made up of 

endless Intermediate and Basic-level Mages! 

“Listen to my instructions. Forbidden Mages, gather at the Bund!” President Hong Wu shouted again. He 

hoisted a flag emanating purple electric light into the sky. 

It was the Magic Association’s rally flag! 

Mo Fan had seen the same rally flag back when he was at the Ancient Capital. He had never guessed 

how many Forbidden Mages and experts resided in the Magic City. Today, he finally had his eyes open. 

“Listen to my instructions. Super-level Union, gather at the Bund!” The chief of the Eastern Mage raised 

a blue electric banner. His banner glowed, just like the purple flag. 

Chapter 2864: The Experts Gathered at the Magic City 

In Jing An, Feng Li leaped down from a higher ground. He turned to his assistant and gave his order, “All 

Elders, Judges, and Deputy Judges of the Enforcement Union, gather now and follow me. We’re going to 

fight at the Bund!” 



“But there are still many Ocean Demons within the city…,” the assistant said hesitantly. 

The Enforcement Union was under the Magic Association. They were, however, independent of the 

Magic Association’s authority. They followed the orders of the head of the Enforcement Union and no 

one else. 

“The Ocean Demons have grouped together. We must unite to kill them and the Demon Lord. It’s only 

by doing so can we ensure the Magic City’s survival. The Demon Lord is the primary perpetrator that 

instructs the Ocean Demon army to rampage through the city,” said Feng Li. 

“Mr. Feng is right. We’re gathering intermediate and higher-level Mages. Isn’t that sufficient to take on 

the Ocean Demons? Elders, Judges, and Deputy Judges, leave this place to us!” said Nighthawk. 

Nighthawk was an experienced member of the Enforcement Union. He hated himself for not having 

achieved Super-level even today. Otherwise, he could have followed the Magic Association’s highest 

order and fought the Ocean Demons with them. 

The Super-level Mages left for the battle, but they still had remaining Advanced and Intermediate-level 

Mages with them in the city. 

The experts stopped the sky holes. They gave their all in fighting the Ocean Demons. The experts were 

mainly composed of the Advanced-level, Intermediate-level, and Basic-level Mages. Couldn’t they unite 

and kill the roaming Ocean Demons? 

The battle was not solely the responsibility of the Super-level Union and Forbidden Curse Association. 

Every mage had a duty in the battle. 

“There’s still hope for us.” 

… 

Inside the Lu family’s secret place at the back of Kun mountain, the head of the Lu family paced back 

and forth before the stone entrance. He wanted to turn a blind eye to the gleaming blue electric flag in 

the sky, but he felt restless. 

He returned to the secret place. He frowned and said to the crowd, “How many Super-level Mages do 

we have in the horde?” 

“Only ten. Judging from the current situation, we will have difficulty in taking on an Ocean Demon of 

Ruler-level and above.” 

“Sheng Ming, you stay here. The rest of you will accompany me to the Bund,” the head of the Lu family 

said solemnly. 

“Grandpa…” Lu Qingyao ran to him. He did not understand why his grandfather had made such a 

decision. 

“If the Magic City falls, we’ll end up dying in Kun Mountain, too,” said the head of the Lu family. 

“But they will take us to Ding City soon,” said Lu Qingyao. 



“You can leave, but I can’t. I don’t want our future generations to bear the humiliation and burden of 

our failures. I don’t want to lose our dignity. We are a dignified family!” said the head of the Lu family. 

“If you’re not leaving, then we aren’t leaving either. I don’t want to go to Ding City. Those who want to 

go to that city, please do so.” 

“You’re right. I won’t go there either. The Scarlet Demons occupied our home, destroyed our market, 

and devoured our people. We want revenge!” 

For a moment, the head of the Lu family was lost for words as he stared at the crowd. 

They would either stay or leave, but together. He had been protecting his family over the years. He did 

not expect them to have this resolve in times of trouble. He could not help but feel proud and hopeful. It 

was worth sacrificing himself for the sake of his people. 

1 

“Okay! You’ll kill the Scarlet Demon, and I’ll kill the Demon King!” 

… 

The streets at Changning were in a state of severe disrepair. A hunchbacked old lady walked down the 

street. Her eyes looked tired. Several starving Hunter Dirty Demons followed her. They bared their 

fangs. 

The old woman looked up and saw the purple flag. Finally, there flickered some form of life in her 

sunken eyes. 

A baby’s cry echoed from a nearby building. 

When the Hunter Dirty Demons heard the cry, they quickly charged towards the building. They licked 

their lips in anticipation. 

The old woman raised her hand, and the speeding Hunter Dirty Demons came to a halt. They stared at 

the old woman in horror. 

The old woman passed by the Hunter Dirty Demons and found the crying baby girl. 

“Little one, even your parents can’t protect you. Who else do you expect to grant you a chance to 

survive?” The old woman said to the wailing baby. 

The old woman found a Battlemage and handed the baby to him. 

“If I survive the war, you’ll be my granddaughter. I’ll show you how to play music, chess, read, and paint. 

But I’m not going to teach you how to use magic,” said the old woman to the baby. She gave her a 

wrinkly smile. 

She then vanished into thin air. The next moment, a faintly visible light appeared on the streets and 

swiftly crossed the ruined city before approaching the Bund. The light drew close to the purple flag. 

It was the Forbidden Curse rally! 

… 



At Lingyin Mountain in Hang Zhou, a middle-aged man in a monk’s robe walked out of the bamboo 

forest. He summoned a flock of bamboo birds with colorful feathers. The bamboo birds swarmed to 

form a flying carpet and allowed the Lingyin Monk to step on them and flew toward the Huangpu River. 

… 

At the Bund, countless lights gathered, like stars in the night sky. 

The Magic City was lifeless. It was unlikely that there would be any magical armed forces. However, 

following the shimmering rally flags, an increasing number of people advanced towards the city. 

The first person to arrive at the Bund was none other than the teacher of the National Institute, Feng Li. 

A group of Elders, Judges, and Deputy Judges from the Enforcement Union followed behind Feng Li. 

These people had achieved a Super-level cultivation base. 

The White family from the Magic City followed next. The family were experts. They were stained with 

blood. They had just witnessed and fought a battle before this. Still, they heeded the rally order and 

arrived at the Bund. 

Soon, the Super-level Mages from all over the Magic City arrived at the destination. 

The Superordinate Mages from the Magic Association, the Eastern Mages, the South Wing Mage Group, 

the North Wing Mage Group, the Enforcement Union, the renowned White family, the Mu family, the Lu 

family, the Dongfang family, the Zhao family, the Battlemages, the Hunter Union, professors from 

academic institutions, association members and experts, as well as experts who were not a part of any 

organizations, all arrived one after the other. For a moment, the magical light in the Bund dazzled so 

brightly that they looked like shimmering stars in the sky. 

Under the purple Forbidden Curse rally order, aside from the Forbidden Mages from the Forbidden 

Curse Association, several new faces also arrived. 

These people lived near the Magic City, but no one knew they were actually Forbidden Mages. 

The Lingyin Monk and the old woman radiated imposing auras that were comparable to that of the 

leaders of the Forbidden Curse Association. 

The sacred totem Azure Dragon was the head of the totem beasts. And the five great totem beasts 

gathered around it. 

All the experts with a cultivation base of Super-level and above came together in the Magic City. 

At that moment, everyone was on fire with a willingness and enthusiasm to fight off the Ocean Demons 

to make the world a better place. 

“This is our showdown with the Ocean Demons. This war will decide the survival of the Magic City 

today!” President Hong Wu, from the Magic Association, shouted. 

Mo Fan was standing between the horns of the sacred totem Azure Dragon. He pointed at the Cold 

Moon Demon Lord. 

The Azure Dragon roared. Its roars shook the Ocean Demons and suppressed their demonic auras. 



The Ruler-level Ocean Demons were intimidated by the Azure Dragon. They trembled in fear. 

The Black Totem Snake, the Black Totem Turtle, the Green East Sea God, the Heavenly Scar Sacred Tiger, 

and the Moon Moth Phoenix heeded Mo Fan’s orders. 

“Fight to our last drop of blood!” Mo Fan shouted. 

For a moment, the totem beasts’ holy light illuminated everything around them very brightly. The Black 

Totem Snake and the Black Totem Turtle took the lead and charged at the Ocean Demons on the other 

side of the river. Their auras suppressed the Emperor-level Ocean Demons. They were fearless! 

Chapter 2865: The Black Totem Turtle Vs The White Spider Emperor 

The Azure Dragon sucked in a deep breath before spitting a windstorm at the Ocean Demons. 

The windstorm easily pushed the river water to the clouds and killed half of the Ocean Demons. 

The windstorm contained powerful wind erosion ability. The creatures covered in hard armors and 

scales shattered in pieces and decayed rapidly. This was especially so for the Salamander Emperor and 

the Extreme Shell Demon from Pudong. 

The Azure Dragon weathered their thick and hard shells and armors through the windstorm. As a result, 

the Ocean Demons revealed their hideous forms. Without their shells and armors, their combat 

capabilities dropped significantly. 

Most of the Ocean Demons were covered in hard armors, steel scales and thick shells, but the Azure 

Dragon’s windstorm acted corrosively on their skin. The Cold Moon Demon Lord was hiding within its 

Prime Waves. When it saw what the Azure Dragon did to its demons, it could no longer hold itself back. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord gradually expanded its Prime Waves that turned into terrifying blue claws. 

It aimed at the Azure Dragon’s throat. 

The appearance of the blue claws was like a devil from the pond of death. It looked grotesque. Mo Fan 

did not notice the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s attack. By the time he saw it, it had grabbed the Azure 

Dragon’s throat with its hideous claws. 

The Azure Dragon’s windstorm came to a halt. The Cold Moon Demon Lord increased its evil power and 

attempted to break the Azure Dragon’s neck. Countless evil spirits surrounded and danced around the 

Cold Moon Demon Lord’s claws as they clung on the Azure Dragon’s neck. 

The Azure Dragon lost its balance. Mo Fan turned around. He did not know how to help it to break free 

of the evil curse. But the Azure Dragon was a sacred totem beast. It would not be easily wounded. The 

ancient holy scales glowed brightly, and it slowly raised its head. 

Roar! 

Its majestic roar shook all the evil spirits away. 

The Azure Dragon moved rapidly. The wind blew because of its movement and brought up a terrifying 

storm that covered dozens of kilometers. 



Its holy scales glowed brightly. The Azure Dragon were fearless when confronting hundreds and 

thousands of Ocean Demons. It crossed the river and charged at the massive Ocean Demons that were 

as tall as the skyscrapers. 

Its front claws touched the ground. Its claws unleashed a green dragon thunderbolt and shattered the 

Ruler-level Ice Ax Manatee. The frightening and powerful Ice Ax Manatee instantly turned into ashes. 

It smashed at the Ocean Demons with its lengthy body made up of Ancient Great Walls. The Ocean 

Demons fled everywhere. Several Lizard Dragon Demons reacted too slowly and turned into puddles of 

meat pies because of the clash. 

The demon spell lit up. More than a dozen of the Ruler-level Ocean Demons lunged at the Azure 

Dragon’s throat. They received the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s instructions and attacked the Azure 

Dragon’s throat again. The throat was now the most vulnerable part as it had been cursed with the evil 

spell. 

The Azure Dragon’s holy scales glowed dazzlingly. The Ruler-level Ocean Demons looked as if they were 

gnawing on a raging green divine lightning. The lightning counterattacked them. They were either 

paralyzed on the ground or sent flying away. 

Chiiiiik! 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor roared. The Emperor-level Ocean Demons were the only ones 

that could threaten the Azure Dragon even slightly. 

As the Ocean Demons surrounded the Azure Dragon, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s narrow 

eyes looked at it with malice. It aimed at the Azure Dragon’s throat. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor lunged. Even though it was large, it moved as swiftly as 

lightning. When it clashed with its enemy, it inflicted tremendous damage on them especially with its 

razor-sharp tentacles! 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s tentacles were like white death scythes. It could pierce the 

Azure Dragon’s throat. 

The Azure Dragon was enormous. It floated in the sky like a mythical mountain. It would be difficult for it 

to avoid some of the attacks, especially an Emperor-level Ocean Demon’s ambush. 

The Azure Dragon had destroyed the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s spinneret on its back. The 

enraged Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor aimed to fatally wound the Azure Dragon’s throat with 

every single attack! 

Kwak! 

Following a majestic roar was a black-brown gigantic figure leaping in midair. It smashed at the Demonic 

Ruins White Spider Emperor with its ancient turtle armor that was as thick and heavy as an island. 

Before the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor could complete its Nine Hundred Spider-killing Scythes, 

it was blasted away like a white cannonball downstream into Pudong. 



The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor crawled up. Its legs were long. It stood on the flowing river. 

Its skin was previously white but now it had turned green and blue. It glowed in faint eerie light. 

Apparently, it had boiled. 

The Black Totem Turtle came from the Dark Tortoise lineage. It was born to fight in a war. It approached 

the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor with heavy feet thudding on the ground. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor flashed by. It was as fast as lightning. The white light cut 

through the tumbling river and the luxurious buildings on the riverside. Terrifying cracks appeared 

between heaven and earth. It was a frightening sight to behold. 

It was clear that the Black Totem Turtle could not move as fast as the Demonic Ruins White Spider 

Emperor. The sacred symbols glowed on its shell which were like that of the Azure Dragon. But the Black 

Totem Turtle’s symbols were not as complete as the Azure Dragon’s seal of the sacred totem beast. 

Still, the Black Totem Turtle’s incomplete symbols on its shell unleashed amazing protective powers. Like 

the interlaced laser light, its brown, ancient, and cursed shell glowed magnificently and formed a huge 

shield that arched over most of the river. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor slashed the Black Totem Turtle’s arc shield which made a loud 

piercing sound. Still, it could not hurt the Black Totem Turtle. 

The Black Totem Turtle stood up. It smashed the air with its reef-like muscular forelimbs. An ancient bell 

appeared in the air. The ancient bell issued a divine sound wave and lifted up the moving Demonic Ruins 

White Spider Emperor. 

Kwak! 

The Black Totem Turtle finally located the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor. It then tucked into its 

ancient martial turtle armor and turned into a huge, round turtle armor before sinking into the tumbling 

stream. 

… 

The Black Totem Turtle disappeared suddenly. The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was dizzy 

because of the sound wave. The next moment, there was a blast on the river surface three kilometers 

away. A thick and heavy turtle armor that resembled a golden wheel smashed at the Demonic Ruins 

White Spider Emperor. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was facing the sky. It fell into the river downstream once 

again. A steel bridge collapsed. Its carcass was smashed into the tumbling waves in the river. 

“Without the steel-like body made up of filaments of silk, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s 

combat capability is greatly reduced,” Feng Li said with excitement upon seeing the sight. 

When the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was in Jing An, it was covered in steel brackets made up 

of the filaments of silk. 

Chapter 2866: Difficult to Inflict Damage On It 



The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor had absorbed many Mages’ life source to replenish energy for 

its spinneret and spit out more sticky filaments of silk. When it fought, the massive spinneret served as 

its white, large steel body. It horrified everyone. 

But it had been too arrogant. It had provoked the Azure Dragon. 

The Azure Dragon grabbed it and lifted it up into the sky and shattered its white, massive, steel-like body 

into pieces. The Azure Dragon also destroyed its spinneret. 

When the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was at its strongest, the Azure Dragon had delivered a 

severe blow to it. Without the spinneret on its back, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor lost its 

strongest weapon. Thus, its combat capabilities had dropped drastically. 

Still, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was not weak. 

It was, after all, an Emperor-level Ocean Demon. Even though it lost its strongest Emperor-level ability, it 

could still kill the powerful Super-level and Emperor-level creatures effortlessly. 

The Black Totem Turtle’s power was close to an Emperor-level. This was especially after it contacted the 

Black Totem Snake. After they interacted with each other, they glowed brightly compared to other 

totem beasts. 

Under the brilliant holy light, it was still as majestic as ever despite the incomplete ancient symbols on 

its shell. 

The Demonic White Spider Emperor crawled up from the broken bridge at the Huangpu River. Its 

abdomen was severely wounded. Blood gushed out of its wound. 

It was clear that the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was severely wounded once again. The Black 

Totem Turtle was a Supreme-level totem beast. Under the sacred totem Azure Dragon’s radiance, the 

Black Totem Turtle possessed power that enabled it to fight an Emperor-level creature with ease. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor groaned. Just then, a Sea Devil Spider King glowing in red 

crawled over to it. It stared at the Black Totem Turtle in fear. 

The Red Sea Devil Spider King was an enormous creature. Still, it was tiny before an Emperor-level 

creature. Its long tentacles appeared on the sea surface, but they trembled. It was afraid of the Black 

Totem Turtle landing on it and turning it into a dead specimen. 

But the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor had no intention of letting the Red Sea Devil Spider King 

help. The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor spread its white tentacles and hopped onto the Red Sea 

Devil Spider King. Its abdomen was wounded, but the wounded abdomen revealed countless fangs. 

‘Why were there fangs inside its wound?!’ 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s wound turned into a large mouth and bit the Red Sea Devil 

Spider King. 

The Red Sea Devil Spider King struggled to break free. It groaned in pain, but the Demonic Ruins White 

Spider Emperor did not let it flee. 



The fangs inside its wound gnawed the Red Sea Devil Spider King and shredded it into pieces before 

swallowing it. 

After the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor devoured the Ruler-level Red Sea Devil Spider King, 

filaments of silk grew around its wound. The sticky filaments of silk quickly became flesh, skin, and 

armor. It was rejuvenating! 

Chiiiik! 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor let out a maniacal laughter, as if it was mocking the Black 

Totem Turtle for launching a meaningless attack. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor had recovered. The wound on its abdomen was gone. But it 

had not recovered from the damage inflicted by the Azure Dragon. 

The Azure Dragon was within a sea of Ocean Demons. It was killing hundreds of them. Since the Black 

Totem Turtle had targeted the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor, it had to kill it. But the Black 

Totem Turtle was at a loss when it witnessed the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor’s strange ability 

to devour and rejuvenate. 

If the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor could recuperate by devouring other creatures, the Black 

Totem Turtle must kill it in a single blow. Otherwise, it would only be wasting its energy. 

… 

Meanwhile, the Cold Moon Demon Lord remained standing in its Primes Waves. It had not cast its true 

demonic spell. 

The Demon Lord seemed to be concocting a terrifying plan. It did not unleash all its power on the Azure 

Dragon. It would only stop the Azure Dragon when it cast some overbearing totem divine ability. 

Mo Fan found the Demon Lord’s behavior to be strange. The Ocean Demons surrounding the Prime 

Waves protected the Cold Moon Demon Lord without caring much about the others. As long as the 

Azure Dragon did not directly threaten the Cold Moon Demon Lord, it would not make a move. 

Mo Fan frowned. ‘Is the Cold Moon Demon Lord truly so arrogant that it can maintain such indifference 

even against the Azure Dragon? Is it more powerful than the Azure Dragon?’ 

The Azure Dragon’s level of power was closely related to the seal of the sacred totem beast. If they were 

able to find a more completed seal of the totem beast, the Azure Dragon could become stronger. 

The same applied to the other totem beasts. If they could discover more totem beasts, they could 

reflect on one another, and their sacred totem beast power would increase. 

The Black Totem Snake and the Black Totem Turtle had obviously benefited from this. They both glowed 

dazzlingly. Under the sacred totem Azure Dragon’s glow, the two totem beasts could even fight with 

Emperor-level creatures. 

The seal of the totem beasts on the Azure Dragon was incomplete. But with the nourishment from the 

Underground Holy Spring, it was still a supreme creature among the Emperor-level creatures. 



‘Then, why does the Cold Moon Demon Lord look so calm and at peace? Could there be any other 

hidden plot?’ Mo Fan wondered. 

“Little Loach… I mean, Azure Dragon, strike it with divine lightning!” said Mo Fan. 

The Azure Dragon flew into the sky. More than a dozen of Ocean Demons clung to its body. The Azure 

Dragon shook its body and sent the Ocean Demons flying several kilometers away. 

Its horns unleashed dense green divine lightning in the dark sky. The lightning interlaced and covered 

the sky above the Bund including the Ocean Demons. 

Bam! 

A beam of divine lightning struck the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s Prime Waves. When the lightning struck, 

thousands of green ripples appeared on the river and land. Countless Ocean Demons were turned to 

ashes including several Ruler-level Ocean Demons that had been protecting the Cold Moon Demon Lord. 

The terrifying divine lightning killed the Ruler-level Ocean Demons effortlessly. The Emperor-level Ocean 

Demons that were unable to avoid it in time were severely wounded. 

However, the Prime Waves remained unaffected. The Cold Moon Demon Lord was protected inside the 

Prime Waves Fortress. It turned to the Azure Dragon, mockingly. 

Mo Fan was shocked. So was the Azure Dragon. 

‘Why did the lightning have no effect on it? Was the Demon Lord more than just an Emperor-level 

creature?’ Mo Fan pondered. 

Perhaps the Cold Moon Demon Lord was in the same grade as the Dark King. Emperor-level creatures 

were just pawns that it could toy with. 

Thus far, the Dark King was the strongest creature Mo Fan had ever encountered. 

Regardless of whether it was the Black Dragon Emperor or the Chairman of Asia, Su Lu, they were like 

puppets to him. They could easily change the rules of heaven and Earth and laws of attraction. 

If the Demon Lord was at the same level as those two, Mo Fan wondered if they still stood a chance of 

winning this war. 

Chapter 2867: The Chanting of The Cold Moon Demon Lord 

“Mo Fan, the Cold Moon Demon Lord can neutralize magic. Prime Waves Fortress is very sturdy. We 

can’t destroy it even if all of us use Forbidden Curses to attack it,” said Dean Xiao. 

Hong Wu, the president of the Magic Association, stood next to Dean Xiao. 

Hong Wu and the other members of the Forbidden Curse Association had tried using other magic 

abilities when Dean Xiao had left. However, they were unable to deal with the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s 

ability to neutralize magical attacks. 



Even though the Sacred Totem Beast, Azure Dragon, was here, it still could not hurt the Cold Moon 

Demon Lord. They had to outsmart it by finding a solution to its ability of neutralizing magic instead of 

using brute force. 

It was rare to find demons with more destructive power than the Azure Dragon in this world. 

“I don’t understand why the Cold Moon Demon Lord doesn’t kill all the Forbidden Mages if it has the 

protection of the almost invincible Prime Waves Fortress,” said Mo Fan. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord hardly attacked. It was indifferent to everything the Sacred Totem Beast or 

other Forbidden Mages launched an attack of great destructive power. 

Its demonic spells were strange and were always effective. Its cold eyes cut off the Fire Element 

Forbidden Curse that the Fire God had just completed. The Cold Moon Demon Lord’s curse also stopped 

the Years of Turbid Wind of the Azure Dragon. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord was unparalleled in terms of strength. However, its behavior was quite odd. 

“I think it’s chanting,” said Dean Xiao solemnly. 

“Chanting?” President Hong Wu and Mo Fan were confused. 

“The waterfall that can make a hole in the sky and cause endless seawater to pour out is from the magic 

it cast. The Heaven-shaking Demonic Waves that arrived in the Magic City nine hours later are also the 

demonic spell that it cast. The latter magic requires an extremely long process of chanting, just like how 

powerful Forbidden Curses need a lot of time and energy to be cast,” said Dean Xiao. 

Many magic and demonic spells had a chanting process. It was not as simple as standing in a place and 

chanting out the spells. It constituted a lot of process like preparation, accumulation of magic, the 

drawing of a magic circle, the setting up of a magic formation, among other things. 

The most unique criteria of a spell chant were that the caster needed to stay in a place and chant 

uninterrupted. 

“Is it still casting spells?” President Hong Wu found it unbelievable. 

‘If the Cold Moon Demon Lord had been casting spells, how could it be distracted to cast other demonic 

spells?’ 

The Forbidden Curse Association had thought of this before. They knew that by killing the Cold Moon 

Demon Lord, they had a chance of stopping the Heaven-shaking Demonic Waves hanging on the skyline. 

However, the Cold Moon Demon Lord could also cast other spells at that crucial time. 

“I’ve seen this ability to multicast in South America,” Mo Fan said as he suddenly understood something. 

Sharjah! 

She was an angel of the Holy City. She was also an excellent Mage. Her natural talent was to multicast 

spells. She could cast three spells at a time! When casting one spell, she could use an entirely different 

element to cast another spell at the same time. 



“In the process of chanting a god-level demonic spell, it can also cast another spell. However, it can’t do 

it frequently, so it will only cast spells during a few intervals. Its chanting can’t be interrupted, so it must 

use Huangpu River to connect to the sea to set off the Heaven-shaking Demonic Waves. It gathered all 

the Ocean Demons to prevent the Azure Dragon from messing up with its plan,” said Dean Xiao. 

“I get it now!” President Hong Wu finally understood. 

Mo Fan looked at the east. A terrifying aura suffocated him. 

The skyline that he looked at wasn’t really a skyline, it was an ocean connected to the sky. That deep 

and dark sea seemed to have swallowed everything in the east. The rolling waves had become a line 

that divided the world. 

‘The ocean is supposed to be on the horizon. Why is it rolling vertically to the sky?’ Mo Fan wondered. 

‘How powerful is a demon which is able to set off such terrifying demonic waves?’ 

Not only did the Cold Moon Demon Lord want to destroy the Magic City, but it also wanted to drown it 

underwater. 

“We must stop it.” Mo Fan felt the doom. 

“We can’t deal with its magical disintegration, so we can’t stop it.” President Hong Wu sighed. 

Dean Xiao glanced at Mo Fan. “Mo Fan, we need your Fusion Magic. The Ocean Prophet has been 

watching humans for many years and knows our magic system well. The Prime Waves Fortress is used to 

deal with humans. We need your Fusion Magic that doesn’t belong to the system to deal with the Prime 

Waves Fortress.” 

“Will it succeed?” Mo Fan asked. 

“Yes,” Dean Xiao answered with certainty. 

Mo Fan did not hesitate. He removed his fusion gloves and handed them to Dean Xiao. 

However, Dean Xiao shook his head. “We’re not familiar with Fusion Magic. We might fail even if we 

have the gloves. I need you to help me complete the Forbidden Curse.” 

“All right. I’ll follow your instructions.” Mo Fan nodded. 

“It’s not difficult. You just need to be in my formation and stay alive until my Medium Magic is 

complete,” said Dean Xiao. 

Mo Fan glanced at the Cold Moon Demon Lord and the group of demons rushing toward them at an 

impossible speed. 

“Dean Xiao, as far as I know, the Medium Magic requires a relatively long process. If you and Mo Fan are 

both in danger during this process, it will interrupt the Medium Magic and cause our efforts to be in 

vain,” said President Hong Wu. 

“That’s why we need protection. We can’t juggle two tasks like the Cold Moon Demon Lord. President, 

I’ll leave my safety in your hands during the whole casting process of Medium Magic. Just like me, Mo 



Fan also needs everyone’s protection. Although the process won’t restrict him, the characteristics of the 

Medium Magic are too noticeable,” said Dean Xiao. 

“Don’t worry. I swear I won’t let the Ocean Demons hurt you!” said President Hong Wu. 

Dean Xiao looked at Mo Fan. “Let’s start. I need you to stay in my Medium Formation. The range of the 

formation is large, so you can move freely in the formation. However, those Ocean Demons can also 

step into the formation during the process.” 

Mo Fan nodded. He would not die since the Azure Dragon was there to protect him. If he helped Dean 

Xiao complete the Fusion Forbidden Curse, the Cold Moon Demon Lord’s plan to drown the Magic City 

would fail. 

No matter how ferocious or numerous the demons were, the only thing that could destroy the Magic 

City were the Heaven-shaking Demonic Waves. 

Chapter 2868: The Protection of the Dragon Wall 

Dean Xiao started to set up the Medium Formation. A dark red Soul Line connected Dean Xiao’s index 

finger and Mo Fan’s back. 

Mo Fan turned to look at it. He found that the Soul Line did not affect his movement. In contrast, Dean 

Xiao stood there and was motionless. Dean Xiao concentrated, and a dark red giant pattern appeared on 

the ground like a huge drawing. 

Energy flowed in the giant pattern like water. Some dark places began to light up. When a part of the 

pattern was lit up, the Soul Line between Mo Fan and Dean Xiao became brighter and more visible. 

The Medium Formation was desolate yet magnificent. Dean Xiao stood in the formation and felt a large 

amount of energy flow from the dark pattern. Sometimes, a strong dark red airflow would become a 

storm and move in every direction. 

Dean Xiao chanted and set up this Medium Formation with the help of Mo Fan’s Fusion Magic. It was a 

Forbidden Formation that could destroy the Prime Waves Fortress of the Cold Moon Demon Lord! 

“President, I’ve set up the formation. I’ll leave the rest in your hands,” said Dean Xiao. 

A light arc surrounded and protected him. Dean Xiao closed his eyes and ignored everything that 

happened around him. The process of the Forbidden Curse was long, but he needed to complete it. 

At that moment, the Cold Moon Demon Lord looked at them. When it stared at Mo Fan, he felt as 

though he was trapped in an abyss. He felt goosebumps prickle all over his skin. 

“This guy…” Mo Fan suddenly realized something. 

It was the Ocean Demon Head Apas saw before. He could never forget the pull of that gaze. 

This creature was indeed the real leader of the Ocean Godly Horde. It was an evil being that controlled 

every Ocean Prophet and used the Ocean Prophets to control the whole Ocean Horde! 

“Mo Fan!” President Hong Wu shouted. 



Mo Fan was lost in his thoughts for a while. When he came back to his senses, he realized that the Cold 

Moon Demon Lord had summoned a group of powerful Ocean Demons from the Pudong ocean area 

again. 

The Ocean Demons’ eyes flickered and became triangular. Every Ocean Demon that had rushed toward 

Mo Fan and the others madly had a similar imprint of mind-control in their eyes. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord had controlled them all. 

They might have been Ocean Demons and Ocean Beasts with no interest in human territory. Yet, they 

rushed toward Mo Fan and the others desperately, as if they hated humans. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord let out a strange cry again. More demons targeted Mo Fan and Dean Xiao. 

After the Ocean Demons heard the cry, they became aggressive and rushed toward the Medium 

Formation immediately. 

“What’s going on? It seems to know that we’ll use the Medium Formation to deal with it.” President 

Hong Wu was surprised. 

“The Demon Lord’s reaction shows that Dean Xiao’s method might actually work!” said the Chief Eastern 

Mage. 

“That’s why we should protect Dean Xiao and Mo Fan.” 

… 

The Ocean Demons passed by the Huangpu River and rushed toward Mo Fan and Dean Xiao. Some 

Forbidden Magic could not really block the Ocean Demons. It was terrifying. 

The Azure Dragon also seemed to know the Medium Formation between Mo Fan and Dean Xiao was 

important. Its tail slowly formed a circle, which protected Dean Xiao’s Medium Formation. 

The tail of the Azure Dragon was huge, so it circled around the formation like an ancient city wall. 

The Azure Dragon raised its head and roared when the Ocean Demons rushed at them. Suddenly, 

multiple blue meteorites hit the Huangpu River and killed many Ocean Demons in an instant. 

The Salamander Emperor stepped into the river. Its mountain-like back bulged and covered the Ocean 

Demons from the blue meteorites of the Azure Dragon. The Ocean Demons passed through the river. 

Their target was Dean Xiao’s Medium Formation. 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord issued another order. 

Suddenly, all the Ocean Demons stared at Mo Fan. Some octopus monsters had hundreds of eyes, and 

they were all directed at Mo Fan. 

“What’s going on?” Mo Fan was shocked. 

It was difficult to kill Dean Xiao, who had the protection of the Forbidden Curse Association. However, 

Mo Fan was an easy target. 

“Mo Fan, they want to kill you!” Mr. Feng rushed over with the members of the Enforcement Union. 



“I know.” Mo Fan was anxious. 

Both sides of the Huangpu River were full of Ruler-level demons. It was even more critical than the war 

he had fought before. Many Forbidden Mages had been killed, let alone Super Level Mages. 

More than half of the Ocean Demons rushed toward Mo Fan to kill him. The Cold Moon Demon Lord 

must have known that the Medium Formation was important, so it wanted to kill either Dean Xiao or 

Mo Fan to stop it. 

It was easier to kill Mo Fan as he was not a Forbidden mage. 

Little White Tiger roared. Mo Fan saw the white figure speed on the Azure Dragon’s tail and body. Its 

cold breath froze a few Ocean Demons that wanted to jump over the tail of the Azure Dragon. 

The Azure Dragon turned around and saw many Ocean Demons trying to pass through a blind spot in its 

vision to kill Mo Fan. 

The Lan Dragon Demon and the Lord of the Shark Men hit the Azure Dragon’s neck and chest. Azure 

Dragon’s scales cracked because of the force. 

The Lan Dragon Demon and the Lord of the Shark Men were both emperor-level creatures and were 

more powerful than the Multicolored Demon King and the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor. 

“Azure Dragon, you take care of those emperor-level creatures. I can take care of myself since I have 

Little White Tiger, Moon Moth Phoenix, and Black Totem Snake with me,” said Mo Fan. 

The tail of the Azure Dragon had formed a sturdy wall that blocked the Ocean Demons. However, there 

were too many of them. Despite the Meteorite Rain, some Ocean Demons with special abilities could 

still break in through the barrier. 

Chapter 2869: Lan Dragon Demon 

The Azure Dragon understood and stared at the two emperor-level Ocean Demons. 

The Lord of the Shark Men was a relatively powerful creature among the emperor-level Ocean Demons. 

Unlike the Giant Shark Beast, the Lord of the Shark Men had uneven skin and body. Other people would 

even mistake it for an offshore mine if it floated on the sea. 

It had all kinds of deep-sea ores all over its body. These ores had different colors. They looked like 

agates, coral fossils, and pearls, making the Lord of the Shark Men look very luxurious. 

The meteorites the Azure Dragon summoned were strong. The Ocean Demons below emperor-level 

would die easily if the meteorites hit them. 

The Lord of the Shark Men liked to provoke. It flounced its body full of precious ores and showed its 

shining teeth. The Azure Dragon slowly opened its mouth and inhaled. 

On the east and west banks of the Huangpu River, waves of air rolled past. After a few seconds, just as 

the airflow in the world seemed to have stopped, and there was no wind, a big blue cyclone appeared 

around the Azure Dragon’s mouth. 

The Azure Dragon spat out the cyclone horizontally. The cyclone grew bigger as it left its maw. 



Blue meteorites still fell from the sky. When these meteorites tumbled into the cyclone of the Azure 

Dragon, it turned into a blue whirlwind and sucked the Lord of the Shark Men from the Huangpu River. 

The cyclone overturned the Lord of the Shark Men and countless Ocean Demons. The meteorites also 

smashed some unlucky ocean beasts to pieces. 

The cyclone passed by the river and killed the Ocean Demons as well. The Ocean Demons were as 

vulnerable and pitiful as the Servant-class and Warrior-level creatures. 

The Lord of the Shark Men fell on the east of the Lu Family’s Mouth, and some of the precious ores on 

his body had fallen off. The hot-tempered Lord of the Shark Men flew up and glowed red like a volcano. 

The hot magma splashed and flowed through the odd-shaped holes on the Lord of the Shark Men’s skin, 

turning it into a mountain burning with magma. It rushed with the magma to hit the Azure Dragon. 

The Azure Dragon raised its head and ignored the attack of the Lord of the Shark Men. It only stared at 

the Lord of the Shark Men. Suddenly, the surrounding space trembled, including a large area behind the 

Bund. 

This area was full of Forbidden Mages, emperor-level creatures, ruler-level creatures, and Super Level 

Mages. The buildings in the city had long been destroyed and thrown in the sea. 

The Azure Dragon used its mind and suspended the stones, tiles, bricks, marble, sand, steel, and cement 

in these ruins. It had controlled half of the ruins in the city and used them to build an old stone gate. 

The Lord of the Shark Men was aggressive. It wanted to burn the Azure Dragon with its body full of 

burning magma, but a stone gate made of half of the ruins in the city blocked its path. 

The stone gate was sturdy. Even the Lord of the Shark Men could not break it. After hitting the stone 

gate, the Lord of the Shark Men became dizzy, and most of the magma on its body was extinguished. 

The Lan Dragon Demon crossed the Azure Dragon and rushed to the Dragon Wall while the Lord of the 

Shark Men tried to attack the Azure Dragon. Their target was Mo Fan, so they did not need to fight with 

the Azure Dragon. 

The Lan Dragon Demon could move freely in the air at a high speed like an electric eel in the deep sea. 

The Azure Dragon sensed it and used its body to block the Lan Dragon Demon. However, it still could not 

stop the strange movement of the Lan Dragon Demon. 

Unless the Azure Dragon focused wholly on dealing with the Lan Dragon Demon, it would wander 

around its tail. 

The Azure Dragon had a giant body. Despite several meanderings in the air and on the ground, its tail 

was in the People’s Park, and its head was in the river. 

Lions and elephants hardly noticed the insects on their back and hind legs. Similarly, the Lan Dragon 

Demon was not a huge creature. Its dragon bloodline and appearance made it easier to get into the 

blind spot of the Azure Dragon. 

Dean Xiao’s formation was at the People’s Park. One-fifth of the dark pattern of the Medium Formation 

was lit up. 



Ten minutes had passed. Dean Xiao needed fifty minutes to complete this formation. It was not that 

long of a time. Inexperience Forbidden Mages would take a few days to complete such a formation if 

they were careful enough not to destroy the energy node. 

A sharp cry rang out which made Mo Fan’s head hurt. He looked up and saw an evil dragon with dark 

glass patterns appear on the Dragon Wall. The cry came from it. 

This dragon had claws that looked like a lizard’s claws. It was slowly crawling through the Dragon Wall to 

the Medium Formation. 

“Dean Xiao. Dean Xiao,” Mo Fan called. 

Dean Xiao closed his eyes and ignored everything. Mo Fan was anxious and fearful. 

The Lan Dragon Demon was an emperor-level creature. If it jumped over the Dragon Wall, Mo Fan 

would not be able to withstand its demonic spells. 

“I-I will protect you,” said Jiang Shaoli. He spoke without much conviction. The reason was that he was a 

Forbidden Mage but could not complete a Forbidden Curse alone. It would be difficult for someone like 

that to fight an emperor-level creature. Jiang Shaoli meant well but his protection would be useless 

against an emperor-level creature. 

Mo Fan looked at the Little White Tiger. It was fighting outside the Dragon Wall. The frozen crystals on 

its body were expanding, but Mo Fan could not see it. 

The Little White Tiger had not obtained many Seals of Totem Beast, so it could not win against the Lan 

Dragon Demon either. 

The Dragon Wall moved and became a maze-like wall, which separated Mo Fan and the Lan Dragon 

Demon. 

The Lan Dragon Demon was cunning. When it realized that the Azure Dragon had spotted it, it 

immediately disappeared from the Dragon Wall. 

Although Mo Fan could not see the Lan Dragon Demon, he could sense it. It was using a special method 

to stare at him. 

Mo Fan knew that it would appear again. It was waiting for the Azure Dragon to shift its attention to 

other creatures. 

Chapter 2870: Black Snake at the Back 

The Cold Moon Demon Lord had been quietly watching the battle. It knew that the Lan Dragon Demon 

had gotten near the Medium Formation but could not approach it because of the Azure Dragon. 

It cast another strange demonic spell, and a giant hole appeared in the sky. A cold waterfall poured 

down on the Azure Dragon. 

The waterfall was poisonous. When it touched the Azure Dragon, its poison quickly melted away the 

Sacred Totem Beast Scale of the Azure Dragon and suppressed the holy Seal of Totem Beast. 



The Azure Dragon would not let the Cold Moon Demon Lord continue to pour down poisonous water on 

it. It suddenly stood up without moving its tail which was still a Dragon Wall. 

Thousands of trails of gold light fell like dragon swords and almost covered the entire sky of the Bund. 

The Dragon Sword of Light had a powerful purifying ability and the poisonous water pouring down from 

the hole in the sky quickly evaporated. It also burned away the Ocean Demons with dark attributes. 

Many Ocean Demons had dark traits, such as curses, poisons, and corruption abilities. The gold Dragon 

Sword of Light the Azure Dragon summoned was the nemesis of these substances. It purified and wiped 

out many evil spirits, demonic spells, and demons of darkness. 

The poisonous water that wanted to corrode the Dragon Pattern of the Sacred Totem Beast had 

evaporated. The Azure Dragon stared at the Cold Moon Demon Lord majestically, but the Cold Moon 

Demon Lord looked at it with malice. 

The thorn on the Azure Dragon’s tail suddenly erected. The Azure Dragon turned around and saw that 

the Lan Dragon Demon had jumped over the Dragon Wall and was rushing toward Mo Fan. 

The Azure Dragon changed the shape of its tail and used the thorn on its tail to attack the Lan Dragon 

Demon. The sweep of the tail gave rise to a heavy wind. 

Unfortunately, the Lan Dragon Demon was prepared for it. It quickly hid in a puddle of water in the park 

to dodge the tail of the Azure Dragon. 

The Lan Dragon Demon jumped again. It transformed into a blue electric light and rushed toward Mo 

Fan at a high speed. 

Mo Fan saw the bolt of destructive lightning but could not move to defend himself. Even before the Evil 

Dragon Lightning of the Lan Dragon Demon touched Mo Fan, his heart had stopped beating. His mind 

was blank, and his muscles were frozen. It seemed that he could do nothing but wait for the emperor-

level creature to kill him. 

The Azure Dragon roared and blocked the attack of the Lord of the Shark Men with its front claw. Its tail 

that failed to attack the Lan Dragon Demon rolled up and revealed two giant legs. Its legs caught the tail 

of the Lan Dragon Demon and pulled it back. 

The Lan Dragon Demon had not expected to be caught by the Azure Dragon. The Azure Dragon was 

indeed terrifying. However, the Lan Dragon Demon had the bloodline of a lizard, so its tail was 

unimportant. 

The Lan Dragon Demon bit off its own tail brutally and escaped from the claw of the Azure Dragon, 

bleeding. 

The Lan Dragon Demon ignored its bleeding bottom and rushed toward Mo Fan as if its hatred could not 

be satiated until Mo Fan was killed. 

Mo Fan still could not move and did not know if the Black Dragon Suit he wore could withstand the 

deadly attack of the emperor-level creature. 

Unlike before, Mo Fan was now very calm. He stared at the Lan Dragon Demon and used his dragon 

sense to see it. Its skin was like electric cables, which could excite Evil Dragon Lightning that was many 



times stronger than the Lightning Element of Forbidden Mages. The Evil Dragon Lightning could kill 

creatures within a radius of several kilometers. 

Mo Fan could not move, or even think, let alone use his magic. The Lan Dragon Demon was about to 

succeed in its mission when a giant snake with ancient holy scales appeared before it. The snake bit the 

Lan Dragon Demon’s neck and injected poison into its electric body. 

The electromagnetic skin of the Lan Dragon Demon instantly diffused. The Black Totem Snake bit the Lan 

Dragon Demon and rushed out of the Medium Formation with the creature in its mouth. 

The Lan Dragon Demon struggled to break free from the Black Totem Snake’s poisonous teeth. It gave 

up a big part of its neck, rolled into the muddy water, and hid in the buildings and ruins. 

The Black Totem Snake did intend to let go of the Lan Dragon Demon. It was also familiar with water. 

When the Lan Dragon Demon ran to the river, the Black Totem Snake chased after it. In the place near 

Hongkou District, the Black Totem Snake finally bit the bottom of the Lan Dragon Demon. 

The Lan Dragon Demon cried in pain. It paid a painful price for its mission to kill Mo Fan. However, the 

Black Totem Snake had been guarding Mo Fan by his side and waited for the arrival of the emperor-level 

Ocean Demon. 

Unlike the Black Totem Turtle, the Black Totem Snake had received a stronger radiance from the Sacred 

Totem Beast. It had acquired the radiance of both the Black Totem Turtle and the Azure Dragon. The 

Black Totem Snake was now akin to a miniature but poisonous Azure Dragon. 

If the Lan Dragon Demon was not injured and poisoned, it could still fight with the Black Totem Snake. 

However, it would die if it kept fighting after getting injured. 

The target of the Black Totem Snake was obvious. The Lan Dragon Demon was one of the most powerful 

emperor-level Ocean Demons. If it could kill the Lan Dragon Demon, it could lessen the pressure on the 

Azure Dragon and other Sacred Totem Beasts. 

It had lain in wait for the right time to strike. It was smart, ruthless, and brutal. 

1 

… 

On the river in Hongkou District, the Black Totem Turtle was still fighting with the White Spider Emperor. 

The Super-Level Union Mages of the renowned family were also fighting with the Deep-Sea Dragon 

Empire. 

Zhao Manyan stood on the Black Totem Turtle. At his arrival, the Black Totem Turtle’s strength increased 

once again. 

“We can’t attack mindlessly. We must think of a solution. If this creature can quickly recover his vitality 

by swallowing other creatures, we must think of a way to stop it from doing that. Otherwise, all the 

attacks will be useless,” Zhao Manyan said to the Black Totem Turtle. 

Surprisingly, the Black Totem Turtle listened to Zhao Manyan’s advice. 



“The Black Totem Snake is nearby. Think of a way and let the Black Totem Snake poison those ruler-level 

creatures so that, when injured, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor can eat those poisonous 

creatures,” Zhao Manyan hurriedly said. 

The Black Totem Turtle stood up. Its body bulged like an enormous dark brown mountain in the city. It 

was communicating with the Black Totem Snake. 

The Black Totem Snake noticed it. The Lan Dragon Demon was running toward the Demonic Ruins White 

Spider Emperor to find protection for a while. 

The Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor was indomitable. It constantly ate other ruler-level creatures 

to regain its energy and combat power. Even its spinnerets destroyed by the Azure Dragon were slowly 

growing. 

Once its spinnerets rejuvenated, the Demonic Ruins White Spider Emperor would be much more 

difficult to deal with than other emperor-level creatures. 

 


